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Bote swings hot bat as Cubs rout Royals
By Carrie Muskat
KANSAS CITY -- Mike Montgomery was a first-round pick by the Royals in the 2008 MLB Draft, but he
never pitched for the team, and the left-hander began this season in the Cubs' bullpen.
David Bote, an 18th-round Draft pick in 2012 by the Cubs, didn't expect to be playing in the big leagues
this season, not with Kris Bryant at third base.
Both Montgomery and Bote made the most of their opportunities on Tuesday night. Bote smacked a
two-run triple and an RBI single for a career-high three RBIs to back Montgomery and power the Cubs to
a 5-0 Interleague victory at Kauffman Stadium.
It was the Cubs' 12th shutout of the season, four more than they had last year.
Montgomery improved to 3-0 with a 0.40 ERA in four career appearances (three starts) against the
Royals. Was the lefty a little more motivated?
"I think it's a coincidence," Montgomery said. "Sometimes you just have a team you do well against, and
it just happens to be them. You have that edge against them. It's just one of those things -- the team
that drafted you, you always want to pitch well against them."
Montgomery made his 13th start in place of the injured Yu Darvish, who is scheduled to throw a BP
session on Wednesday. Montgomery threw six-plus scoreless innings, scattering five hits. He went out
for the seventh, but he served up a leadoff single to Adalberto Mondesi and was lifted. The Cubs'
rotation has been roughed up this season and this was only the seventh quality start in 20 games since
the All-Star break.
"It's probably the best off speed stuff I've had," Montgomery said. "I thought today, they were good and
an aggressive hitting team. It was a good matchup against these guys."
The Cubs like how well Montgomery has handled starting, but they also want to be careful with his
innings. After all, he's the pitcher who got his first career save in Game 7 of the 2016 World Series.
"You still want to be proactive," manager Joe Maddon said. "You look at the innings and you're looking
for a successful conclusion this year. Down the road for the guy, you don't want to overload it. We're
still talking about it. I think his confidence is at a high right now."
Bote, subbing for Bryant, who is sidelined with a sore left shoulder, delivered a two-run triple with two
out in the first and added an RBI single with two out in the fifth. The rookie is now batting .429 (15-for35) in his last 14 big league games with an at-bat.

"He comes ready. He's eager. Great teammate. He wants the Cubs to win, that's all he wants," Maddon
said. "He's been showing that [he's a Major League player] all along. He's been available to ride this
shuttle, but he's shown right now how valuable he actually is."
The triple in the first was huge.
"I thought it was really fortunate we got those two runs against [Royals starter Brad Keller] when we
did," Maddon said. "Then we scraped two more out. He's good. Bote's at-bat, I would say the biggest atbat of the evening."
Bote liked the idea of giving Montgomery a cushion early in the game. Maddon says the 25-year-old
infielder isn't afraid. Is he?
"It's just trusting my ability, trusting what my preparation is," Bote said. "It's kind of morphed over the
years. I'm just going after it.
"The nerves are always there, the adrenaline is there," he said. "Being able to use that in a positive way
is key -- being able to use those emotions and see a good avenue and attack the baseball or 'I'm ready
for this pitch.' It's being able to make a positive spin on it and executing it."
With the win, the Cubs secured a series victory and improved to 10-4 against American League teams.
MOMENT THAT MATTERED
It was an interesting first inning for the Cubs. With one out, Javier Baez singled and reached third on Ben
Zobrist's double, although Baez seemed to lose track of the ball and headed back to first briefly before
having to retouch the second-base bag en route to third. Jason Heyward then hit a grounder to third
baseman Alcides Escobar, who eventually tagged Baez to end a rundown. Bote followed with a triple to
right to give the Cubs a 2-0 lead.
INJURY UPDATE
Zobrist, who started in left field, was lifted from the game after five innings because his left hip
tightened up. However, Maddon said after the game that Zobrist may be available to play on
Wednesday. Zobrist had doubled in the first and hit a sacrifice fly in the fifth. He began the night ranked
among the top five hitters in the National League, batting .313. This is Zobrist's first series in Kansas City
since 2015 when he played for the Royals and helped them win the World Series. More >
"He felt something, I don't know exactly what it was," Maddon said. "He came up to me and said, 'I
really can't run that well right now so be aware of that.' We took him out and [the athletic trainer] came
up and told me he's feeling a lot better."
YOU GOTTA SEE THIS
Baez has started at second, shortstop and third, but on Tuesday, he also covered a little right field. In the
Royals' first, Baez snared Rosell Herrera's popup with an over-the-shoulder catch and avoided a collision
with right fielder Heyward, who slid to avoid impact. In the fourth, Baez made a similar catch of Jorge
Bonifacio's popup. This time, Heyward gave him more space.
"They used to call it the 'monster' position on defense in football which means you go to where the
action may be and do something about it and he did," Maddon said. "Wow, two great catches. The first
one I thought was down. Heyward understanding Javy knew to peel off and give him latitude so there's
not any kind of concern about collision. That's underestimated. [Heyward] did the right thing."

HE SAID IT
"I want to be in my best form in September and October. If that means cutting back innings -- I don't
know. I like the way I threw tonight and we'll try to build off that." -- Montgomery
UP NEXT
Cubs left-hander Jose Quintana (10-7, 4.12 ERA) will start the Interleague series finale against the Royals
at 7:15 p.m. CT on Wednesday at Kauffman Stadium. The Cubs have stressed the importance of
throwing first-pitch strikes to Quintana and he listened, getting a win over the Padres. Against the
Royals, Quintana is 3-9 with a 4.05 ERA in 24 starts. The last time he faced them in May 2017, he threw
eight shutout innings. Kansas City will counter with righty Heath Fillmyer (0-1, 3.86 ERA).
-Cubs.com
Zobrist feeling better about left hip tightness
By Carrie Muskat
KANSAS CITY -- Cubs left fielder Ben Zobrist exited Tuesday night's 5-0 win against the Royals after five
innings due to left hip tightness, but manager Joe Maddon said the veteran may be available for the
series finale on Wednesday at Kauffman Stadium.
"He felt something, I don't know exactly what it was," Maddon said. "He came up to me and said, 'I
really can't run that well right now so be aware of that.' We took him out and [athletic trainer PJ
Mainville] came up and told me he's feeling a lot better."
On Monday, Zobrist went 2-for-5 and on Tuesday, he doubled in the first and hit a sacrifice fly in the
fifth.
Zobrist began the night ranked among the top five hitters in the National League and is batting .313. In
15 games since July 21, he's batting .468 with nine extra-base hits and six RBIs.
Maddon had planned on pulling Zobrist after one more at-bat on Tuesday. If he needs a day off on
Wednesday, that's fine, the skipper said.
-Cubs.com
Bryant progressing with rehab, plays catch
By Carrie Muskat
KANSAS CITY -- Cubs third baseman Kris Bryant has not swung a bat since July 23, which is the last time
he felt any pain in his left shoulder. Bryant is following the rehab program -- which he admitted is boring
-- in hopes that when he does return, he won't have to deal with any discomfort again.
"It's not fun at all," Bryant said on Tuesday. "It's not fun at all. You've got to do what you've got to do to
keep healthy and hope it never happens again."
Bryant was batting .276 when he was placed on the disabled list with inflammation in his shoulder. He's
had two MRIs, which revealed no structural issues. It's just a matter of strengthening his shoulder, which
is a tedious process. On Tuesday, Bryant was able to play catch on the field prior to the game against the
Royals at Kauffman Stadium.

"It's not fun to go in there every day," he said of the trainer's room. "To get on the field, playing catch,
throwing a baseball around felt good. It's nice to be able to do that type of thing and being told I can do
that. I guess we're going in the right direction."
Bryant won't set a date for his possible return.
"I'm not going to get ahead of myself or put those types of scenarios in my head," he said. "If you do hit
the date when you think you could come back, then it's like, 'OK, that's the way I thought.' But if you
don't, then things get worse."
Throwing is the least of his worries. Hitting will be key because he originally felt the soreness in his
shoulder on his follow through. He has yet to even pick up a bat.
"They haven't told me to yet," Bryant said. "I'll listen to them."
He can tell that he's making progress because of the repetitions he's doing during his rehab.
"I trust what they're telling me," he said of the medical staff," Bryant said. "From the looks of it, I feel a
lot stronger and have been able to do more reps of the program we're on which obviously makes me
feel better about this whole process."
Just standing and talking, Bryant had no discomfort at all.
"That's the most frustrating part is I feel like I'm normal but it's only when I swing the bat [that it hurts],"
he said.
Injury updates
Right-hander Yu Darvish will throw a BP session on Wednesday. He's been out since May because of
right triceps tendinitis.
Closer Brandon Morrow was scheduled to play catch on Wednesday. He's rehabbing from right biceps
inflammation.
Worth noting
• When the Cubs were on a hot streak, batters were using the middle of the field more and many were
collecting opposite-field hits. They seem to have gotten away from that and manager Joe Maddon had a
brief meeting on Tuesday with hitting coaches Chili Davis and Andy Haines to go over some things.
"I think it's an intent," Maddon said of the approach. "I really believe when you go up with that game
plan in mind, you're not going to do it every time, but you have a better chance of concluding that. I also
think you cover more pitches, you cover more of the strike zone. It's not [being] less aggressive, it's just
a more focused approach."
Maddon lets the coaches coach, and Davis was spotted in the dugout talking to Ian Happ, who was
batting .105 with 13 strikeouts in 19 at-bats over six games this month.
"He's missing his pitch," Maddon said of Happ. "There's a lot of borderline pitches called strikes that are
going against him. It's about getting to the next pitch and not missing your pitch when you see it. When
you're struggling, you're normally missing your pitch and in bad counts and the pitcher is in the driver's
seat. I think that's what's going on."

• Javier Baez does hear the "M-V-P" chants by fans and is trying not to think about such awards.
"I think he'll feed off that actually," Maddon said. "It's not going to be this great weight on his shoulders
that he'll cower to. I think it can fuel him. You ask him the question and he's being honest. 'I'm hearing
it.' The best way to disarm a situation is, 'Yes, I'm hearing it.' I think he has the backbone to withstand
that kind of a chant."
Baez does have the numbers to back it up. He began play on Tuesday leading the National League in RBIs
and extra-base hits, and he was among the top 10 in batting at .302.
-ESPNChicago.com
Does everything Javier Baez brings add up to an MVP?
By Jesse Rogers
KANSAS CITY -- It's a topic gaining momentum, at least in Chicago, where you can't turn on a sportsradio talk show without someone claiming that Chicago Cubs All-Star infielder Javier Baez is the leading
candidate for National League MVP honors. They have a good point -- he's having a great season -- but is
it the prevailing thought outside the city?
Based on an informal poll conducted in the early days of this month, if the season ended right now, Baez
would be lagging behind others for the award. Of the 10 people asked, including eight members of the
Baseball Writers Association of America, only two chose Baez as the winner. And one did so reluctantly.
For good measure -- just to make sure media members weren't missing anything -- a scout and National
League front-office executive were also asked to pick a winner, and they both chose Atlanta Braves first
baseman Freddie Freeman. Colorado Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado led with four votes,
Freeman had three, Baez had two, and St. Louis Cardinals infielder Matt Carpenter garnered the
remaining vote. It's close, but Baez is behind others.
"I don't think anyone wants to believe someone that doesn't walk at least 50 percent higher than his
batting average should be worthy for an MVP, but look what he's doing," Cubs manager Joe Maddon
said recently. "And don't forget the glove. And don't forget the baserunning."
The knock on Baez is obvious: Entering play on Tuesday, his on-base percentage was just .335, ranking
48th among qualified players in the league. It pales in comparison to that of Freeman, who ranks second
with a .396 mark, and Arenado, who ranks sixth at .389. Baez has just 17 walks on the season. According
to ESPN Stats & Information, if Baez won the NL MVP award with a .335 on-base mark, it would be the
third-lowest for an NL winner. As such, it's not impossible, but he has to shine in other areas.
Baez does lead the league in runs driven in and he's second in slugging percentage, and he is hitting
.300, but it's the deeper dive into his game that would make the difference come time for the real vote.
"Don't get locked into hitting all the time," Maddon said. "God, that always upsets me. It's a complete
game ... I'm hoping real baseball players are recognized. I want to believe we're getting back to that as
opposed to being just this math equation."
Therein lies Baez's advantage over others. He plays three infield positions -- second, short and third -- at
an elite level, while Freeman and Arenado, though very good at their respective positions, play just the

one. Baez also has 19 stolen bases to go with his 25 home runs. Combined, the other two players have
nine steals. Baez's combination of power, speed and elite defense at several positions isn't exactly an
every-season occurrence in the league. The Cubs are hoping it all matters.
"You can't steal first, but at least you're still getting yourself into scoring position," former MVP Kris
Bryant said of the stolen bases. "And he's stealing runs away in the field. It gives him an advantage
where he doesn't have it -- in the on-base-percentage category."
It can't hurt that Baez has stolen home twice this season, meaning his legs have led directly to runs for
his team. But he lags overall in a more popular category for sabermetric fans: runs created. Carpenter,
Freeman and Arenado rank 1-2-3 in that category.
But should Baez's versatility on defense matter? It has before.
"That's what helped me out in 2016," Bryant said. "I was moving all over the field. He's doing the same
thing this year. I think voters are smart enough to know that."
There's hardly a day that goes by without Baez making some kind of fantastic play on defense. On
Monday, it was a diving stop down the line at third base and then a laser throw to first for an out. That
was followed by an over-the-shoulder, run-saving catch while he played second base on Tuesday. Some
believe Baez is the best the Cubs have at all three positions.
Also, the Baez backers will note that his run-producing numbers are in line with those of Freeman and
Arenado, even if the runs created aren't, and the above intangibles should put Baez over the top -- or at
least offset his low walk total. Stolen bases are extra bases gained, just as a walk is a base gained, right?
Perhaps that's a stretch, but Bryant gave a more simplistic response to the whole debate.
"He's the most valuable player on our team, and we're in first place," he said. "Seems like he should be
at top of the list."
Perhaps Baez will be, and perhaps the poll conducted recently didn't paint a complete picture. Most
respondents admitted that it is still a wide-open race, which means there's time for Baez to impress by
other means than simply getting on base more.
He was asked if he's aware of the talk -- and the MVP chants that have begun, even on the road.
"I'm trying to focus on my plan," Baez said after hitting a home run and double on Monday night. "The
first at-bat, they're already yelling. I was nervous."
Bryant added, "He's way up there in terms of front-runners. I get a front-row seat to watch it all. He's an
MVP for sure."
-NBC Sports Chicago
The rise of David Bote, as told by David Bote
By Tony Andracki
Five months ago, nobody would've blamed you if you had never heard the name David Bote.

Now, he's hitting the middle of the lineup and starring for a team with the best record in the National
League.
Bote was inserted into the lineup in the No. 3 spot Sunday afternoon and hit 5th in his next start
Tuesday night. Both times, he responded with two-hit games.
Quite the rise to prominence from a guy who made his MLB debut about two weeks after he turned 25
and was never ranked on top prospects lists after the Cubs took him in the 18th round of the 2012 Draft.
Even in his wildest dreams, did Bote think his own story would play out like this?
"Man, the little kid inside me would've said, 'You're out of your mind,'" Bote said. "But then in my own
head, too, it's like, 'Let's do it.'"
After another big game in Tuesday's 5-0 win that included a two-run triple, an RBI single, a walk and run
scored, Bote is now hitting .344 with a .436 on-base percentage and .983 OPS in 64 at-bats spanning 30
games with the Cubs.
Bote has racked up the miles bouncing between Chicago and the minors this season. He was called back
up late last month when Kris Bryant had to return to the disabled list and has been a vital part of the
Cubs equation the last two weeks, playing all over the infield and hitting all over the lineup whether he
starts or enters as a sub.
In his first game back up in the big leagues on July 26, Bote hit a game-tying, two-run homer on an 0-2
pitch in the bottom of the ninth inning, setting the table for Anthony Rizzo's walk-off two pitches later.
Last Friday, he entered the game as a sub and struck out in his only two plate appearances, but wound
up making a game-saving play at third base by throwing out a Padres runner at home in a 5-4 Cubs
victory.
Entering Tuesday's game, Bote had racked up the same WAR (1.1) on Baseball Reference as Anthony
Rizzo, despite playing in 73 fewer games.
"Bote's game has been so complete," Joe Maddon said. "...His prep is great. His demeanor, the slow
heartbeat, everything about him. He's got the respect of that entire [clubhouse] already."
Bote credits Maddon and the Cubs clubhouse culture for making him feel comfortable from the moment
he arrived during the series in Colorado in mid-April.
They've let him be himself and he's thrived. At the moment, Bote might be behind only Javy Baez in Qrating on the Cubs among the fanbase.
But his success is no suprise to David Ross.
Grandpa Rossy — who filled the same fan-favorite part-time player role with the Cubs — walked into
Maddon's office in spring training in Arizona to let the Cubs manager know how highly he thought of
Bote after a few conversations.
"David Bote revealed to David Ross that he kinda had what it takes to be a part of this group," Maddon
said. "Bote is definitely his own man. No question about it. You can converse with him, he's gonna come
back at you with a well-thought-out response.

"He's definitely not wide-eyed. And I don't think peer pressure really matters in a bad way. He's not
gonna conform to somebody else's methods just because they came after him strongly. Because he is a
strong person himself, so I like all that about David."
Bote said he's always been confident in his own abililties, but it's gotten easier and easier to tap into
that as he's matured and grown as a person and as a baseball player.
"To rely on my preparation and to know that I've prepared well enough to be confident, I feel like that's
what the biggest change was over the last couple of years," Bote said. "Just seeing some things come
together off my work — not even results, just how I've turned into a baseball player. Like, yes, I see
where I've come and I can rest on the confidence I've built in that."
Bote acknowledged that he's grasped how quickly and passionately the Cubs fanbase has taken to him
over the last couple months, but he also knows he can't ride the roller coaster of external expectations
and opinions. His main focus is to stay true to himself and keep the respect of his teammates — his
"brothers" — that he's earned.
Bote's physical development on the field can't be denied, with eye-popping exit velocity and a success
story of the recent Launch Angle Revolution.
But the Longmont, Colo., native believes the true key to his rise lies between the ears.
Throughout the seven years he spent in the Cubs' minor-league system, Bote credits the organization's
mental skills department for how they've focused on a theme each year and gotten more and more
concise as he moved toward "The Show."
"Just really honing in on being present and focus your breath and being able to control the things you
can control and practicing mindfulness and being able to catch your mind drifting and bring it back," he
said. "All sorts of incredible skills to practice so that when you are in there with the game on the line in
the ninth inning, you're not overwhelmed by the situation because you've practiced to get back to
where you need to be on this pitch.
"Not worried about what the story is around. Everybody wants to add a story to a thought. But if you
could just have a thought for that thought and not put a story to it — like, 'This is a 2-0 fastball, if I hit a
homer, we tie the game.'
"It's more — 'This is the pitch I'm looking for and I'm gonna put my best swing on it and I'm gonna let
whatever happens, happen. And that way, you can stay centered in to what you have to do on that
pitch."
Whatever he's been doing or thinking, it's working and the Cubs — and their fans — are all aboard the
David Bote Hype Train and loving every minute of it.
-NBC Sports Chicago
Cubs cautiously optimistic Ben Zobrist won't have to miss much time with hip injury amid resurgent
season
By Sean Sears

The Cubs got the win against the Royals as Mike Montgomery threw six-scoreless innings and Cubs blank
the Royals 5-0. But the team lost arguably their most valuable hitter not named Javier Baez in Ben
Zobrist, as he left Tuesday night's game with reportedly left hip tightness.
Carrie Muskat
✔
@CarrieMuskat
#Cubs Maddon says Zobrist couldn't run too well so took him out as precaution. However, Zo may play
on Wed in series finale
Joe Maddon downplayed the situation, but if Zobrist has to miss any serious time the Cubs may be in
some real trouble. Zobrist and his resurgent 2018 season have been one of the biggest reasons the Cubs
have been able to overcome a slow start to Anthony Rizzo and multiple DL stints for Kris Bryant.
Zobrist was off to another productive night going 1-2 with an RBI sac fly, a walk, and a run scored while
batting third for the Cubs Tuesday night before being pulled. He raised his batting average to .313,
which leads the club, further proving just how essential Zobrist is to this Cubs offense that can't seem to
find consistency this season.
Especially when you factor in the rough stretch Kyle Schwarber, Ian Happ and Albert Almora are
currently going through, batting a combined .177 since the All-Star break. Zobrist was helping pick up
the slack from a missing Bryant as well as the struggling bats on the roster, not to mention he's also one
of the Cubs most patient hitters, as evident in Tuesday nights game.
Aldo Soto
@AldoSoto21
Ben Zobrist took 5 straight balls out of the strike zone, but somehow had a 3-2 count before finally
taking a 6th ball in the at-bat for a walk.
Prior to Tuesday's game, Zobrist was slashing .311/.395/.462 while walking in 12.3% of his at-bats, and
the Cubs don't have any clear candidates to replace his production. Luckily, the hot-hitting David Bote
came through Tuesday with a 3-RBI night, and while he has played 30 games it's hard he'll continue to
stay this hot for the rest of the season.
The other issue is hip injuries tend to linger, and even if Zobrist is able to play through the injury the 37year-old showed last year that playing hurt isn't something the Cubs want to see. For now, the Cubs will
just have to hope Zobrist will be fine because without him the Cubs are in real trouble of outlasting the
Brewers for the National League Central crown.
-NBC Sports Chicago
Ben Zobrist continues to surprise everyone at 37-years-old
By Sean Sears
A Cubs team who's best offensive players include Jason Heyward, Javier Baez, Albert Almora, and Ben
Zobrist would usually translate to a disappointing season, assuming guys like Anthony Rizzo, Kris Bryant,
and Willson Contreras were not leaders in most offensive categories. But despite Kris Bryant spending
time on the disabled list for the second time this season and Anthony Rizzo scuffling through the 1st
half, the Cubs own the best record in the National League, lead their division by 1.5 games as of Tuesday
afternoon, and are in a position where they control their destiny.

And 37-year-old Ben Zobrist has been as important as anyone on the Cubs roster this season. He leads
the club in batting average, on-base percentage, and only Ian Happ and Kyle Schwarber walk more than
Zobrist - both are club leaders in intentional walks. But after a disappointing 2017 campaign that saw
him only play 128 games, all with a questionably healthy wrist, it was assumed that Zobrist would
become more of a role player in 2018 and take a back seat to players like Javier Baez, Ian Happ, and Kyle
Schwarber in terms of playing time.
But with injuries and his stellar play, Zobrist is currently second on the team in WAR, according to
Fangraphs the veteran has a 3.0 WAR on the season - a massive improvement from his 0.3 WAR in 2017.
It's not a total surprise that Zobrist is having another great season, he's made a career out of being a
consistent player with a versatile skill set, and the Cubs are incredibly thankful that the veteran is back
and having a career year.
Currently slashing .311/.395/.462 with 53 scored runs (good for second on the club), and drawing the
4th most walks on the team at 43 as of Tuesday afternoon. Zobrist has just seemed to be in the middle
of everything when the Cubs offense is scoring. Since the All-Star break, Zobrist has close to a .500 onbase percentage, scoring 12 of the 25 times he's gotten on base during that span, while also doing the
little things like scoring from third on a wild pitch - like he did in Monday night's win against the Royals.
Or starting a 4-run rally off a bunt that would eventually swing momentum for an entire playoff series.
Zobrist makes the most of every opportunity, and it's what makes such a favorite in the Cubs clubhouse.
And he's beloved everywhere, including Kansas City, which was apparent Monday night in his first at-bat
in Kaufman Stadium since winning a World Series with the Royals.
Sporting News
✔
@sportingnews
Warm welcome back in Kansas City for Ben Zobrist.
“You can see why he would ingratiate himself with a fan base,” said Cubs manager Joe Maddon to Maria
Torres of the Kansas City Star Monday night. “He does it wherever he goes.”
And ingratiate is exactly what Zobrist does in every situation. As long as the veteran is healthy and able,
he has been more than willing to help his club in any situation, constantly sliding from 2nd base to left
field to right field, even playing 1st base. And Joe Maddon can plug Zobrist in just about any spot of the
lineup and be guaranteed an excellent at-bat. Whether that's a productive fly ball that scores a run, a
line drive into a gap or pulling a ball into the right-field bleachers, Zobrist's flexibility allows him to
flourish in any and all moments of the game.
At age 37, Ben Zobrist had dipped into the fountain of youth and proven he's more than productive still,
despite many ready to write-off the veteran as passed his prime. He just continues to do what's asked of
him and produce when his team needs it the most.
-Chicago Tribune
Pitching coach Jim Hickey senses Cubs hurlers turning corner on high walk rates
By Mark Gonzales

As frustrating as it was for Jim Hickey to watch his pitchers struggle to limit their high walk rates, the
Cubs pitching coach senses there will soon be better days ahead.
Thanks to Mike Montgomery’s efficient pitching and Jesse Chavez’s aggressive style, the Cubs were able
to earn a stress-free 5-0 victory Tuesday night over the Royals.
Montgomery walked two in six-plus innings, and Chavez pitched a scoreless eighth inning and has
walked only one batter in 12 2/3 innings since joining the Cubs.
“Something definitely has to change if we plan to play deep into October,” Hickey said before
Montgomery and three relievers combined for the 12th shutout of the season.
“It’s got to change, and it has changed a bit. It’s interesting because it doesn’t necessarily have to do
with Cole (Hamels), but Cole gets here and gets a little bit of a boost, and we get a little bit of a boost. All
of a sudden, (Jose) Quintana throws six innings with no walks. That’s followed up by (Kyle) Hendricks
throws (5 2/3 innings) with no walks, and Hamels six and one.
“Maybe it does become contagious. The frustrating part of it is we’re perfectly capable, especially the
starting pitching. There’s nobody in the starting pitching that should be struggling with career high walk
rates.”
Hickey did give the relievers some wiggle room because they enter games in a variety of situations.
“But when you’re a starter and go out there and you’re hoping to record 18 to 20 outs, four and five
walks shouldn’t be a part of the equation, and I’m a little surprised it has been for as long as it has
been.”
-Chicago Tribune
'He comes ready:' David Bote's 3 RBIs help Cubs increase their Central lead
By Mark Gonzales
David Bote’s ascent as a major-league-caliber player started to evolve last season at Triple-A Iowa and
continued in the Arizona Fall League and into spring training.
Now in the majors, he has helped the Cubs regain the art of opposite-field hitting.
Bote continues to hit and field like a seasoned veteran unnerved by the responsibility of playing for a
National League playoff contender.
On Tuesday night, his two-run triple and RBI single — both with two out — vaulted the Cubs to a 5-0 win
over the Royals at Kauffman Stadium that increased their lead in the National League Central Division to
2 1/2 games.
In five stints this season with the Cubs, Bote, 25, is batting .344, and he’s hitting .429 (13-for-35) in his
last 14 games with an at-bat.
His production has softened the burden of the Cubs being without injured slugger Kris Bryant since July
23, and Maddon acknowledged Bote is pushing hard to become an everyday player.

“He comes ready,” Maddon said. “You all know that. He’s eager. He’s a great teammate. Just wants the
Cubs to win. That’s all he wants.
“He’s been showing that all along. He’s been available to ride the shuttle (from Triple-A Iowa), but right
now he’s showing how valuable he actually is. He’s not afraid, and he’s very talented. And he feels like
he belongs here, which is awesome.”
Bote’s first-inning triple that sailed over the head of right fielder Jorge Bonifacio occurred less than two
hours after manager Joe Maddon lamented his team’s recent lack of hitting to the opposite field.
Victor Caratini and Anthony Rizzo heeded Maddon’s words, opening the fifth with consecutive oppositefield singles to left that sparked a two-run rally.
Meanwhile, hitting coach Chili Davis talked to Ian Happ for more than 20 minutes before batting
practice.
Happ, one of a few batters who have struggled recently, hit a line drive into the glove of Royals pitcher
Brad Keller in the second but smacked a sacrifice fly in the eighth.
Maddon said he’s delegated much of the authority to his coaches, interjecting only on occasions when
he has a strong opinion he wishes to convey to a player.
On the mound, Maddon had little to worry about, as Mike Montgomery pitched six-plus innings of fivehit ball while continuing his dominance against the team that drafted him.
Montgomery has allowed one earned run in 221/3 innings against the Royals. After allowing a soft single
to Alex Gordon with one out in the third, Montgomery retired seven consecutive batters and relied on a
changeup and curveball (featuring a new grip and higher release point).
“It’s probably the best off-speed stuff I’ve had,” said Montgomery, who threw first-pitch strikes to 20 of
25 batters. “I don’t think changing the grip (on the curve) is going to be a miracle that’s going to make it
different, but it makes it more consistent.
“I don’t need to have my best fastball to have success,” Montgomery said. “My focus has been on the
off-speed (pitch). A lot of times you get judged when you don’t feel your best. That’s what I’ve learned
from a lot of older guys.”
Left fielder Ben Zobrist left in the fifth inning because of left hip tightness that Maddon didn’t believe to
be serious.
-Chicago Tribune
Kris Bryant plays catch and waits patiently for clearance to swing bat
By Mark Gonzales
Kris Bryant insists he feels no pain in his left shoulder, but he won’t swing a bat until he receives
clearance from the Cubs’ medical staff.
“I don’t feel it right now,” Bryant said Tuesday shortly after playing catch. “It’s only when I swing a bat,
which I haven’t done.”

Bryant had been limited to strength and range of motion exercises before Tuesday. He isn’t pushing the
staff to allow him to swing a bat for the first time since July 23.
“I trust what they’re telling me,” Bryant said. “I feel a lot stronger and able to do more reps with the
program we’re on. I feel better about this whole process.”
Bryant refuses to speculate on when he will start swinging again, or when he might return to the Cubs.
“Just because maybe I can wake up and say, ‘Wow, it feels really good, do this and that,’ I’m not going to
get ahead of myself or even put those type of scenarios in my head, just because it’s not worth it,”
Bryant said.
“(If) you do end up hitting the date you think you can come back, then you think, ‘OK. That’s what I
thought.’ If you didn’t, things just get worse. I haven’t thought that way at all.”
Playing catch did give Bryant some sense of freedom, but the biggest hurdle still looms.
“I guess we’re going in the right direction, but I look at it like I do in the offseason, in terms of the
ground balls,” Bryant said. “Throwing is the least of my worries because we get enough of that in
practice, and you’re always throwing a baseball. So that’s really not what I’m concerned about, but it’s
really nice to get out there and do some stuff like that.
“I’m trying to look at it like I do in the offseason. Obviously, the hitting part of this process will be the
most important to me.”
-Chicago Tribune
Royals announcer Rex Hudler fond of 40-year bond with Cubs coach Brian Butterfield
By Mark Gonzales
Royals television analyst Rex Hudler paid a special visit to Cubs coach Brian Butterfield — an association
that dates 40 years to their days as minor-league players in the Yankees system.
“(General manager) Al Rosen and Butter’s dad came to my house (in Fresno, Calif.) when I was 17 and
signed me,” the always energetic Hudler said. “Jack Butterfield was head of everything with the Yankees.
He ran the ship for (owner) George Steinbrenner.”
Jack Butterfield, who served as director of player development and scouting for the Yankees for three
seasons after a decorated college coaching career at Maine and South Florida, died in an auto accident
after the 1979 season.
Hudler’s appreciation for the Butterfield family remains firm.
“Brian’s dad was a man’s man,” said Hudler, who played parts of 13 seasons with six major-league
teams. “He had a big square jaw and he would walk down the aisle while we were doing our calisthenics.
He would be like a drill sergeant, carrying a clipboard, wearing a collared shirt and slacks.
“He would say, ‘Son, take a little bit (of hair) off. You need a little more blue (sock) showing.’

“We were scared. It was beautiful. He had a presence.”
Hudler and Brian Butterfield played together for parts of three minor-league seasons (1980-82) at Fort
Lauderdale, Greensboro and Nashville before Hudler advanced as a player and Butterfield veered into a
coaching career after managing the likes of Derek Jeter and J.T. Snow, among many, in the minors.
“I only wish I would have worked for him,” Hudler said. “He could have helped me a lot. I did OK on my
own, but his character is top shelf. He’s energetic and motivational.”
-Chicago Sun-Times
Cubs beat Royals but not before losing hot-hitting Ben Zobrist to hip injury
By Gordon Wittenmyer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Already down an MVP third baseman, a closer and a $126 million starter, the Cubs
on Tuesday watched their hottest hitter leave the game because of tightness in his left hip.
Ben Zobrist, who left the 5-0 victory over the Royals after driving in the Cubs’ third run with a sacrifice
fly in the fifth, reported feeling better after the game, and manager Joe Maddon said he’s optimistic
Zobrist can be back in the lineup Wednesday.
Zobrist, who is 23-for-51 and has the second-highest average (.451) in the NL since the All-Star break,
also doubled, walked and scored.
Zobrist, Javy Baez and rookie David Bote, who drove in three runs with a pair of two-out hits, have been
the Cubs’ most reliable hitters during their lukewarm 11-9 stroll out of the All-Star break.
Zobrist made this catch for the second out in the first inning Tuesday -- but was forced to leave the
game in the fifth because of a sore left hip.
That mark only became that good thanks to victories the last two nights against the last-place Royals
behind the strong starting pitching of Cole Hamels on Monday and Mike Montgomery on Tuesday.
“That was probably his best outing,” Maddon said of Montgomery, who made use of a new grip on his
curveball to pitch into the seventh. “He had command of everything.”
It was Montgomery’s first scoreless outing since his first start of the season on May 28. “It was probably
the best off-speed stuff I’ve had,” he said.
Montgomery is 4-3 with a 3.08 ERA in 13 starts
Montgomery, who was originally drafted by the Royals, improved to 3-0 with a 0.40 ERA in 22⅓ career
innings against his former team.
“I think it’s just a coincidence,” he said. “But you do have that edge against them.”
The Cubs reached a season-high 19 games over .500 and opened their biggest lead in almost two weeks
over the second-place Brewers at 2½ games.
Bryant update

Third baseman Kris Bryant, who hasn’t swung a bat in two weeks because of a sore left shoulder, played
catch before the game for the first time since going on the disabled list.
Bryant refuses to even entertain the thought of when he might return to the lineup.
“I’m not going to get ahead of myself,” he said. “It’s frustrating.”
Darvish update
Right-hander Yu Darvish, who hasn’t pitched since May because of pain near his elbow, expects to throw
a live batting practice/simulated game of two “innings” on Wednesday.
If he fares well, he might be able to start a minor-league rehab assignment.
-Chicago Sun-Times
Will Javy Baez give Cubs second MVP in three years?
By Gordon Wittenmyer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The tarp was barely down on the field when an angry Javy Baez reached the
clubhouse, yanked off his shirt and dropped himself onto the couch.
“I was so mad,” said Baez, who moments earlier chased a slider nearly a foot outside for a strikeout with
two men on base and the Cubs trailing by a run.
Teammate Pedro Strop didn’t like what he saw.
“I saw some attitude,” Strop said. “At first I said, ‘What’s wrong, bro?’ And he said, ‘Uh, well, blah, blah,
blah.’
Baez is ahead of the pack and picking up speed in the National League MVP race.
“I kind of screamed at him: ‘Wake up, man! Wake up! You the man. You got two more at-bats. You’re
going to get two hits.’ ”
After the rain delay, the Cubs tied the game. Then Baez untied it with a home run in his next at-bat, and
added an opposite-field double two innings later for another RBI in a 3-1 victory Monday night over the
Royals.
Add Baez’s diving play behind the bag at third in the second inning for a highlight-reel out that saved a
run, and that is why he will win the National League MVP award this year.
That may be slightly presumptuous with almost eight weeks left in the season.
But that game was a microcosm of Baez’s value this season to the team with the best record in the
National League. The second baseman rebounded from a slow start to power the lineup and dazzled in
the field while filling a need at third base for a night.
“He’s been that guy. He’s been that guy the whole time,” manager Joe Maddon said.

During a season in which Anthony Rizzo’s production has come and gone, and one in which Kris Bryant’s
presence has come and gone, Baez has been the biggest bright spot for the Cubs this season.
And baseball fans across the country have recognized him with chants of “Javy! Javy!” for most of the
season, and more recently morphing into chants of “MVP! MVP!” during the recent homestand and
again in Kansas City this week.
It’s hard not to think about it with all the increased attention and MVP talk during his first All-Star
season.
“Yes, it is,” said Baez, who got the same treatment from fans Tuesday night when he singled in his first
at-bat and, back at second, made two over-the-shoulder catches in right field to rob the Royals of hits.
“I was like, ‘Damn, this is my first time here and they’re really yelling for it,’ ” he said. “I was kind of
nervous and really happy for it.”
It’s only going to get louder if the Cubs’ recent history is any indication.
“It’s something you have to deal with,” said Bryant, who said he felt locked in throughout his 2016 MVP
season until late when the MVP chants began. “Obviously, it’s a double-edged sword. It’s cool to get
those chants and feel wanted like that. And at the same time it does kind of affect you a little bit.”
Neither Maddon nor Bryant seem to think it’ll cause any problem for Baez.
“He’s pretty good at tuning stuff out,” Bryant said. “That’s kind of what makes Javy Javy, that he does
things his way, and it works unbelievably for him.”
MOST VALUABLE MAGIO
With less than eight weeks left, Javy Baez looks like the front runner in an otherwise wide-open MVP
race in a wide-open National League. Here are the top candidates:
Javy Baez, Cubs, infielder
Baez has been by far the top everyday performer all season for the team with the best record in the NL.
The All-Star starter at second base also has played 45 games at shortstop and third, bringing exceptional
fielding to all three spots. That kind of defensive versatility is part of what put teammate Kris Bryant
ahead of the field in the 2016 MVP race.
Christian Yelich, Brewers, outfielder
Yelich earned his first All-Star selection after being acquired from Miami during the winter — then he
got hot. The league’s leading hitter has hit .438 with a .750 slugging percentage and 1.126 OPS in his last
26 games (entering Tuesday) for the team the Cubs haven’t been able to shake in the NL Central race.
Freddie Freeman, Braves, first base
The surprising Braves are getting a lot of attention for their fresh young talent, but Freeman has been
the force and steadying influence in the middle of their lineup all year. He’s consistently one of the first
two names mentioned in conversations with voters.

Matt Carpenter, Cardinals, infielder
Nobody has to tell Cubs fans how good Carpenter has looked lately, after his six-homer, 10-RBI series
out of the All-Star break. The NL leader in homers and OPS could move up quickly on this list with a
strong finish if the Cards shake their dysfunction and stay relevant.
Nolan Arenado, Rockies, third base
The best-fielding third baseman in the league finished in the top five in MVP voting the last two years,
and he’s producing at a higher level this season for a team that has a chance to reach the playoffs for
the second consecutive year.
Also keep an eye on: Paul Goldschmidt, Diamondbacks; Max Scherzer, Nationals; Aaron Nola, Phillies;
Lorenzo Cain, Brewers; Max Muncy, Dodgers; A.J. Pollock, Diamondbacks; Willson Contreras, Cubs;
Eugenio Suarez, Reds.
-The Athletic
Big-hit David Bote proving he belongs with Cubs
By Sahadev Sharma
KANSAS CITY — The Cubs offense has been desperate for someone other than Javier Báez to step up and
deliver some big hits. They may have finally found their man.
In the first inning Tuesday, it appeared as though the Cubs offense was on the verge of squandering a
great scoring opportunity. But up stepped David Bote with two outs and runners on second and third.
The hard-hitting infielder wasted no time and jumped on the first pitch he saw, ripping it over the right
fielder for a two-run triple, giving his team a 2-0 lead they’d never relinquish.
“He hit the ball really well the other way,” manager Joe Maddon said. “Really good at-bats. Bote’s atbat, I would say the biggest at-bat of the evening.”
Bote would add another two-out RBI when he shot a single into right field to put the Cubs up 4-0 in the
fifth and they’d go on to defeat the Kansas City Royals 5-0. The victory moved them a season-high 19
games over .500, and they now lead their division by 2 1/2 games following Milwaukee’s loss.
But it hasn’t seemed like this Cubs team is truly playing up to its capabilities. A day after Báez carried the
offense once again, Bote emerged as the player to finally help ease the load. Bote has been getting
intermittent starts since coming back to the big leagues after Kris Bryant headed to the disabled list for
the second time this season, but with the lineup looking for someone else to step up, Bote may be
forcing his name into the daily conversation.
“Yeah, he absolutely is,” Maddon said. “He handled a really good right-handed pitcher today, he’s
handled good left-handed pitchers. He comes ready. You all know that, you see him every day, he comes
ready. He’s eager, great teammate. He wants the Cubs to win, that’s all he wants.”
In 78 plate appearances, Bote’s delivering a 160 wRC+ and has shown no split with regards to facing
lefties or righties while playing impressive defense at multiple positions. His baserunning has earned
rave reviews and as Maddon said, he’s a hard worker who quickly earned the respect of his teammates.

Over the weekend, Maddon said former Cubs catcher David Ross chatted with Bote during spring
training and came away very impressed with the young infielder, helping validate Bote in the eyes of
many around the organization.
After going from essentially minor-league filler to trade bait to a key piece of a team fighting for a spot
in the playoffs, Bote is quickly proving he belongs in the majors.
“He’s been showing that all along,” Maddon said. “He’s just been available to ride the shuttle, but he’s
shown right now how valuable he actually is.”
Maddon had lamented on Monday night that outside of Báez, nobody on the offense was hitting the ball
the other way. On Tuesday, both Bote’s hits went to right field and he drew a walk during a strong 2-for3 showing.
The Cubs were doing a good job of going the opposite way the few weeks before the break, but since
the All-Star Game, they’ve struggled to do that as much. That’s paired with another dip in their ability to
get hits with runners in scoring position as they’re hitting .231 in those situations since the break, 26th
in baseball. On Tuesday, they went 2-for-7 in those situations, with Bote coming up with both hits. In his
short Cubs career, Bote has gone 7-for-18 with runners in scoring position.
Maddon mentioned that Bote feels he belongs in the big leagues, he’s extremely talented and he’s no
longer afraid. How did he go from someone many viewed as a non-prospect to a key player for the team
with the best record in the NL?
“I don’t know,” Bote said. “It’s just trusting my ability, trusting what my preparation is. It’s kind of
morphed over the years. It’s how it is and I’m going after it.
“The nerves are always there, the adrenaline’s there. Being able to use that in a positive way is key.
Being able to use those emotions into a good avenue and being able to attack the baseball or be ready
for this pitch. Just make a positive spin on it and just executing it.”
Part of what’s made Bote so great is a slight swing adjustment that has helped him put the ball in the air
more often. The Cubs noticed Bote had some of the best exit velocity in baseball; not just the minors,
but all across the game. But he was hitting the ball on the ground far too often. A slight change with his
contact point completely changed the trajectory of the ball, and the trajectory of his career.
Now Bote is displaying that hard contact in the big leagues. He entered the day leading the league in
average exit velocity (minimum 25 balls in play) at 96.3 mph. He’s followed on that list by Aaron Judge,
Nelson Cruz, Giancarlo Stanton and Miguel Cabrera. On Tuesday, the three balls he put in play averaged
96.2 mph. Granted, he needs to continue doing it for a while longer to show that the league adjusting to
him won’t sap him of that hard contact, but the early returns have been a best-case scenario for the
Cubs. And while they wait for the league to adjust, all the more reason for them to ride his hot streak.
While they patiently anticipate Bryant’s return, the Cubs are looking for a spark in their lineup. When
he’s in the lineup, Bote has provided that. And with his consistent production, it’s gotten to the point
where Bote needs to be out there as much as possible.
--

